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Cheap, easy ways to stay lean
ChildAid
raises $1m
for needy
children
SINGAPORE Press Holdings’ (SPH) youth charity
concert ChildAid has raised
a record $1 million to help
needy children.
The money will support
two charities – The Straits
Times (ST) School Pocket
Money Fund and The
Business Times Budding
Artists Fund, SPH said in a
press release.
Strong corporate support and brisk ticket sales
boosted this year’s tally to
$1,015,000, double last year’s
fund-raising total of $506,000.
The concert’s takings crossed the $1-million mark after
Citibank and PricewaterhouseCoopers pledged
$100,000 and $30,000
respectively on Monday.
The concert will be held
at Resorts World Sentosa
from Saturday to next
Monday. It will be the first
event to be held at the
integrated resort, which is
the venue and production
partner for the concert.
Tickets for the concert
sold out last week.
ChildAid organising
chairman Peter Khoo praised the Singapore public for
their generosity despite the
challenging economic year.
Said Mr Khoo, who is
also organising chairman of
The ST School Pocket Money Fund: “The recession has
affected everyone. Yet, Singaporeans have once again
responded with tremendous
heart. It shows that they
believe in the ChildAid
cause of showcasing young
talents who want to help
their less-fortunate peers.
“The public’s generosity is
timely because there are
more needy children due to
the economic crisis.”
This year saw the highest
number of beneficiaries –
12,500 – on the ST Fund
since its inception in 2000.
This is higher than the
10,419 supported during the
Sars years of 2003-2004.
Mr Khoo said main sponsors Citibank, Stuttgart Auto,
HSBC, New Creation Church
and Cerebos doubled their
donations, compared to last
year.
The concert will showcase 274 performers aged
from four to 19 years. A
total of 15 acts will take to
the stage, including seven
youths from Malaysia and
Indonesia.
Source: My Paper © Singapore Press Holdings Ltd.
Permission required for reproduction.
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IMES may be lean, but
that’s no excuse to bulk
up, with a new book detailing ways to shape up and eat
better on a tight budget – if
you’re willing to wait a while to
see results.
The Tight Arse Diet, to be
published next month, is the
seventh book by Australian
nutrition and fitness consultant
Andrew Cate, who also runs his
own personal training studio.
The book was partly inspired
by the global economic meltdown – one of Cate’s catchlines
is “could an abdominal crunch
save us from the credit crunch?”
– but also stems from the author’s belief that eating well and
losing weight do not really need
a wallet-draining exercise.
“Every tip in the book does
two things: save money and
help you to lose weight,” Cate
said in a recent telephone interview.
“If you can follow six to eight
tips over a period of 12 months
you can lose about 10kg and
save A$2,500 (S$3,165).”
Cate said that, as a personal
trainer, he was constantly being
asked whether his services – or a
gym membership – were actually worth paying for.
“I always said that if you have
one less packet of crisps and one
less coffee every day for a year,
you can afford your own personal trainer. And maybe, that way,
you won’t even need them,” he
added.
Cate uses scientific research
to support all his tips, which
range from healthy recipes,
meal plans and lifestyle changes
that he says should be easy to
follow because, unlike many fitness regimes or fad diets, they’re
not drastic and can be incorporated into your daily routine.
Examples include doing more
housework on your own, using
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CATE’S TOP TIPS FOR A SHAPELIER YOU
LIFT weights to lose weight.
“Even as a personal trainer with all
this equipment at home, my
favourite type of exercise is
strength training and you don’t
need equipment for that. You can
do lunges and presses every day.”
Drink less alcohol, even if it’s
just one fewer drink a day. “This

way, you’re not punishing yourself
and, over a year, you’ll shed about
3kg and save A$700-A$800
(S$890-S$1,017).”
Cook more, eat out less. “You
can save money when you cook
for yourself, plan your meals and
get to know what you put into
them. It’s better, and cheaper, than
most junk food.”

A is for Aiden, however it is spelt
NEW YORK: Do you know a child
named Aiden or Madeline?
Chances are someone will as
they are the top names for boys
and girls this year, while Jacob
and Emma were the most popular of the decade.
“We’ve seen more spelling
variations of both of this year’s
top names than we imagined
possible – Aiden has also been
Ayden, Aidyn, Aden and Aaden
and Madeline can be spelled
Madeleine, Maddelin and Madalen,” said Ms Candace Alper,
the creator/executive producer
of the musical website nameyourtune.com.

“Parents like the sound of traditional names, but they also
want to show the individuality
of their children. Parents realise
that the name they give their
child will become part of the
child’s identity,” Ms Alper said.
She said that variations on
the name Aiden are also dominating both boys’ and girls’
names, such as Jayden, Brayden
and Hayden, because the names
are gender-neutral and can be
spelled so many ways.
Her prediction for the next
decade is that there will be more
Edwards and a lot more Bellas
being born due to the success of
the Twilight film franchise.

Rounding out the top names
for boys this year were Matthew, Owen, Ethan, Jackson,
Evan, Braden, Noah, Jack and
Zachary.
For girls, they were Madison,
Emma, Hannah, Olivia, Audrey,
Isabella, Grace, Taylor and Emily.
Top boy names of the decade
were Jacob, Michael, Ethan,
Christopher, Jack, Daniel, Aiden, William, Joshua and Ryder.
Top girl names of the decade
were Emma, Madison, Emily,
Hannah, Olivia, Samantha, Ashley, Ava, Elizabeth and Madelyn.
REUTERS

websites to help you stick to
your diet and exercise regime,
relaxing and getting more sleep,
and watching less television and
doing a little more activity.
“Information about weight
control has to be practical, to
help people find everyday solutions,” he said. “Otherwise it
gets too hard and it then becomes a negative experience,
which can ultimately put people
off fitness and weight loss.”
He also advocates eating more
inexpensive foods such as vegetables, eggs, legumes and pulses
and canned seafood – all of
which have unique weightreducing properties – but stresses that the key component of
The Tight Arse Diet is patience.
“Small changes make a big
difference over time,” Cate said.
“Putting less butter on bread
every day isn’t that big a change
but, over a year, it will add up to
5kg less fat in your veins and
about A$50 in your wallet.”
He added: “I do understand
people want results, and that’s
what the book’s about, but I also
encourage people to look at it
from a longer-term point of
view. Your health will still be important to you in 12 months’
time,” he said.
“It’s like the story of the hare
and the tortoise: I’d rather
people be like the tortoise, not
the hare.”
REUTERS

The Tight Arse Diet will be
out in shops next month.

HELPDESK
Nutrition: yíng yǎng
Recipes:

shí pǔ

Seafood: hǎi wèi
Butter: niú yóu

iPhone app
for Paragon
GOOD news, shoppers!
Paragon has launched an
iPhone application for
shoppers, becoming the first
mall in Singapore to do so.
The chic little app has
a section that lists promotions and also provides a
full list of stores in the
mall, categorised by name,
product category, and floor.
The app is free, and is
1.2MB in size. Search iTunes
or the App Store with your
iPhone to get it now.
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